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Abstract 
Altering Facial appearances using surgical procedures are common now days. But it raised challenges for face recognition 
algorithms. Plastic surgery introduces non linear variations. Because of these variations it is difficult to be modeled by the 
existing face recognition system. Here presents a multi objective evolutionary granular algorithm. It operates on several granules 
extracted from a face images at multiple level of granularity. This granular information is unified in an evolutionary manner 
using multi objective genetic approach. Then identify the facial expression from the face images. For that 3D facial shapes are 
considering here. A novel automatic feature selection method is proposed based on maximizing the average relative entropy of 
marginalized class-conditional feature distributions and apply it to a complete pool of candidate features composed of normalized 
Euclidian distances between 83 facial feature points in the 3D space. A regularized multi-class AdaBoost classification algorithm 
is used here to get the highest average recognition rate. 
© 2016 The Authors.Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Facial appearances are enhanced using plastic surgery procedures, by correcting facial feature disorders or 
defects and treating the facial skin to get a young and glow look. Plastic surgery procedures are not only used for 
cosmetic reasons, but also used for medical reasons such as patients who are suffering from various kinds of 
disorders caused due to the excessive structural growth or skin tissues. The cost and the time required for the plastic 
surgery procedure is very less. This raises the popularity of the plastic surgery procedures and it is growing. If we 
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are changing the facial geometry and skin texture, it increases the intra class variability between the pre- and post 
surgery images of the same individual. So matching post-surgery images with the pre-surgery image become a 
difficult task for face recognition algorithms. 
 Plastic surgery procedures produce spontaneous variations and it is long lasting and may not be reversible. 
So to model such a non uniform transformation is difficult for the face recognition algorithm. 3D geometry of the 
human faces defines 3D facial shapes that contain important information about human facial expression. We can use 
the fast developing and increasingly mature 3D range scanning products and computer vision based techniques for 
the reconstruction of 3D faces from one or more 2D images. Yin constructed a 3D facial expression database for 
facial behavior research and made it publicly available. With the help of this database, the 3D facial expression 
recognition made easier. 
 Here proposed a novel automatic feature selection method based on maximizing the average relative 
entropy of marginalized class conditional feature distributions and apply it to a complete pool of candidate features 
composed of normalized Euclidian distances between 83 facial feature points in the 3D space. We are using a 
regularized multi class AdaBoost classification algorithm with three different weak classifiers to get an improved 
average recognition rate. 
 
2. Related Works 
 
Gaurav Aggarwal introduce a sparse representation approach for face matching across plastic surgery. They 
proposed a framework which exploits the advantages of part-wise analysis with the recently popular sparse 
recognition approach to deal with the challenges posed by plastic surgery variations. They experimentally shows 
that the proposed algorithm significantly bridges the performance gap earlier observed when matching faces across 
plastic surgeries, compared to matching normal face images [3]. 
 Himanshu S.Bhatt conducted a work on matching sketches with digital face images. In this they proposed a 
face recognition algorithm to match sketches with digital images. The algorithm utilizes different levels of 
granularity and texture features to encode facial signatures both in sketches and digital images. The proposed 
algorithm is compared with Eigen transform and SIFT based sketch ton digital matching algorithms. The 
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm effectively encodes the facial features that are important for 
sketch to digital image matching [4]. 
 Singh proposed a work on plastic surgery, a new dimension to face recognition. The existing face 
recognition algorithms generally rely on local and global facial features and any variations can affect the recognition 
performance. This paper introduces plastic surgery as a new dimension to face recognition. The study shows that 
appearance, feature and texture based algorithms are unable to effectively mitigate the variations caused by plastic 
surgery procedures [7]. 
 Zeng presented a survey of affect of recognition methods: audio, visual, and spontaneous expressions. A 
number of promising methods for vision-based, audio-based and audiovisual analysis of human spontaneous 
behavior have been proposed. They focused on surveying and discussing these novel approaches to the machine 
analysis of human effect and on summarizing the issues that have not received sufficient attention but are crucial for 
advancing the machine interpretation of human behavior in naturalistic contexts [9]. 
 Zheng introduce a novel approach to expression recognition from non-frontal face images. They developed 
a novel theory of multi-class classification, based on minimizing an estimated closed form Bayes error for the non 
frontal facial expression recognition. The experimental results on the BU-3DFE database shows that the non-frontal 
view face images can achieve better recognition rates than the frontal view face images, especially when the facial 
views fell into the region between 30 degree and 60 degree where the lowest error rate is achieved [10]. 
 In this paper a multi objective evolutionary granular algorithm is proposed. It operates on several granules 
extracted from a face images at multiple level of granularity. This granular information is unified in an evolutionary 
manner using multi objective genetic approach. Then identify the facial expression from the face images. For that 
3D facial shapes are considering here. 
 A novel automatic feature selection method is proposed based on maximizing the average relative entropy 
of marginalized class-conditional feature distributions and apply it to a complete pool of candidate features 
composed of normalized Euclidian distances between 83 facial feature points in the 3D space. A regularized 
multiclass AdaBoost classification algorithm is used here to get the highest average recognition rate. 
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3. Proposed Method 
 
 Local facial regions are more resilient. So it is used for efficient face recognition. In this paper we are 
proposing a granular approach for facial feature extraction and matching. In the granular approach the face granules 
are extracted at three level of granularity. These features are unified in an evolutionary manner using multi objective 
genetic approach. After that 3D shapes of the facial images are considered. Here we are using a novel automatic 
feature selection method, which is based on maximizing the average relative entropy. This method is applied to a 
complete pool of candidate features composed of normalized Euclidian distances between 83 facial feature points in 
the 3D space. Then we use an AdaBoost classification algorithm to get a high average recognition rate. 
 
3.1 Face image granulation 
 Here granules are extracted from the face images at three level of granularity. 
x First level of granularity 
Here we are applying the Gaussian and Laplacian operators on the face images to extract 
the granules. Gaussian operator generates low pass filtered images where as laplacian operator 
generates band-pass images. Actually the first level provides global information’s at multiple 
resolution. 
x Second level of granularity 
Here we divide the face images at different regions and generating the horizontal and 
vertical granules. This level gives the inner and outer facial information’s. 
x Third level of granularity 
Local facial regions are more resilient. So in this level the granules are extracted from the 
local facial regions. 
 
3.2 Feature Extraction 
 From the granules we want to extract the different information’s. For the feature extraction we are using 
two feature extractors namely extended uniform circular local binary pattern(EUCLBP) and scale invariant feature 
transform(SIFT). The information extracted by these two feature extractors is different. 
 
3.3 Multi objective evolutionary approach for selection of feature extractor and weight optimization. 
 Face granules extracted by the two feature extractor contain different information’s. They combined to get 
effective information for face recognition. Here feature selection contains two objectives. They are 
x Select an optimal feature extractor for each granule. 
x Assign proper weight for each face granule. 
To incorporate these two objectives a multi objective genetic algorithm is used. 
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The above figure shows the multi objective genetic search process and the steps involved in it. 
 In genetic encoding, two types of chromosomes are encoded for simultaneous optimization of two 
functions. In initial population, two generations with 100 chromosomes are populated. One for selecting the feature 
extractor and the other for assigning weights to face granules. In the fitness function, both types of chromosomes are 
combined for evaluation. In crossover, the crossover operations are performed on parents to populate a new 
generation of 100 chromosomes. Mutation is performed on the type1 and type2 chromosomes. The search process is 
continued until it converges. If the identification performance of new generation chromosomes does not improve the 
previous generation chromosomes, it will terminate. 
 
3.4 Combining face granules with multi objective evolutionary learning for recognition 
 Here summarizing the granular approach. First the granules are extracted. Then features are computed 
using the two feature extractors. The extracted descriptors are matched using weighted distance measure. 
   
                                                                    (1)                
 
The procedure is repeated and the top matches are obtained in the identification mode (1: N). Then we have to 
consider the 3D shapes of the face images. 
 
3.5 Feature extraction for the expression recognition. 
 Here we consider the Euclidian distance between the facial feature points. We believe that the distance 
between the facial points give more information and it have major role in determining the various facial expressions. 
So we extract the 24 features composed of the distance between 83 facial feature points. Here normalize the 
distances by facial animation parameter units(FAPUs).They are the fraction of distances between certain points on a 
face model in the neutral state and allow us to interpret the FAPs on arbitrary face model. 
 
3.6 Automatic feature selection. 
 A large pool of candidate features is there. We need a computer algorithm which automatically selects the 
best feature from the candidate pool. So we have to classify the patterns. If a feature shows more discrimination 
power, it shows more classification accuracy. So select the high discrimination power feature from the candidate 
pool. 
 
3.7 Regularized AdaBoost classification 
 AdaBoost algorithm is an effective classification algorithm. It calls a weak classifier repeatedly. In each 
round, for the training examples different distributions are provided to the weak classifiers. Here in each round the 
weight of the incorrectly classified examples is increased and the weight of the correctly classified examples is 
decreased. At the end the hypotheses of each round are weighted and summed to obtain a strong classifier. There is 
an algorithm1 and algorithm2.In algorithm1 it aims to solve a binary classification problem. 
Algorithm2 is a regularized AdaBoost algorithm. In this if a training example is correctly classified for a 
consecutive m rounds, then we consider it as an outlier. If the current weight of the outlier exceeds upper bound, 
then discard the outlier by setting the weight to zero. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 In this paper we are proposing a method to recognize the surgically altered face images using multi 
objective evolutionary algorithm and identify the 3D facial expression using the automatically selected features. 
Here we present a multi objective evolutionary algorithm that applied on the face granules. The face granules are 
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extracted from multiple levels of granularity. For the feature extraction two types of feature extractors are used. That 
information’s are unified in an evolutionary manner. The algorithm is proposed for feature selection and weight 
optimization. After that 3D shapes of face images are considered for facial expression recognition. For that we 
propose a novel automatic feature selection method based on maximizing the average relative entropy. Then apply 
this to a pool of candidate features composed of Euclidian distances between 83 facial feature points in 3D space. 
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